Your Speaking Voice 
Google Doc Journal Assignment

Directions: Copy and paste this page into your Googel Doc Journal.  Answer the following questions while reading the text:

1. According to the text, what is necessary for good vocal production?

2. What does the text suggest you should think of your diaphragm as?

3. What is the production of vibrations as air pushes upwards against and then past the vocal cords called?

4. How do the differences in people's voices arise?

5. The text defines a "fading voice" as "first cousin to a whisper".  What does it go on to say?

6. What is the "highness or lowness" in the sound of your voice known as?  What is generally desired?

7. What is the primary cause of negative voice quality?  

8. What does the text suggest is the key to developing effective voice quality?

9. Differentiate between pronunciation and mispronunciation?

10. What are the three conditions of clear articulation?

11. What does the text suggest is the most effective speaking rate?

Directions: Record these two exercises in your Google Doc Journal.  The second exercise requires an entry each day in order to validate your experiment.

1. Write a short sentence in English and analyze how its subtext changes as you emphasize different words in a similar fashion as the "I was born in Australia" example on the bottom of page 6 (document page 3).

2. Conduct this experiment:  
A. Deliver at least two minutes of your monologue to a friend, classmate, or parent.  Ask them to help you identify one of the following weaknesses in your delivery:  Relaxation, Breathing (having to take "catch breaths"), Controlling Pitch, Projection (Loudness), or Articulation.  Record this discussion in your journal.
B. Select one of the exercises on pages 7 - 11 related to your identified weakness to practice every day, twice a day for a week. Journal each day. 
C. Deliver the same two minutes of your monologue to the same friend, classmate, or parent.  Ask them to evaluate your degree of improvement in the area you identified. Did the exercise help?  Record your discussion in your journal.

